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1.0 Introduction
This Final report summarizes the activities conducted under NASA
CONTRACT NAS 9-13940 during the time period October 1, 1978 to
September 30, 1979.
During this period we designed, constructed, and delivered to
NASA/JSC an adaptive delta .modulator which encode composite color
video signals. The ADM was shown to provide a good response when
operating at 16 Mb/9 and near-commercial quality at 23Mb/s. In addition,
the„ ADM was rblativelT; immune to channel errors.
The system design is discussed here and circuit diagrams are included.
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2. b  A Real 'rime Delta Modulator with Error Correction
Of the three error correction algorithms investigated the leaky integrator
error correction technique gave the best r ►osults and is also the easiest to
implement.
We designed a real time delta modulator using a leaky integrator for
error correction. A block diagram is shown in Fig. ?.1. The leak titotor
a was chosen to be . 968. If the estimate before the leak is called .Xk and if
the estimate after the leak L .
 Xk^)
 then ti►e equation defining the leaky integrator
Is given by:
Xk V)= .968X k + 2
Xk	 y	 +2y^^1 ^L
32
Since Xk assumes values between zero a►t►d( 1.27, t!ye addition of the value
of 2 to 14kluation 2. 1 nauses )l to look syluInetrically about tilt uAdvalue 63.
As xui example consider that when X is equals zero, k(h will leak tip to the
value +2; when >k  equals 127, - (1) will lealt down 2, to the value +125; and
when	 assumes the midvalue 63, )lc (1) will remain unchanged. The addition
of the number 2 minimizes the distortion caused by leaking Xk whl.lc having no
effect on the leaking away of errors.
The implementation of the leaky integrator is shown in Fig. 2.2. '.Cite
subtraction of 3Ck/ 32 frox t Xis is carried out in Fig. 2.2 by shifting ,Xis five
places and subtracting it from Xk. The addition of +2 i►I Fquation 2.1 is
carried out by the salve subtractor by using tine inverted value of the x ►Xost
significant bit of XY. gas the six most significant bits of X1. 32. Also notice that
the 6 least significant bits leak before the storage register and the 4 most siguift-
cant bits leak after the storage register. In order to split up the leaky integrator
(2.1)
this way it is necessary to store the carry out (Gout) from the subtractor that
leaks the 6 least significant bits so that it will appear at the carry to (of the
subtractor that leaks the 4 most significant bits) at the same tune that the
estimate appears at the subtractor t s inputs.
The lr,a:.y integrator was split up this way (half thg. leak on Xk +1 and
half on X, ,) to minimize tho effect of the carry propagation drtlay through the
n
substractor on the sampling rate of tfie delta modulator. Before any storage
register t s can be clocked, the Cout signal must be present and (see Vig. 2.2)
the comparator's output must have settled down. With only 6 bits to propagate
UL ough, the Cout signal will appear before Vile comparator's output settleQ dowel
therefore, the subtractor to the left of the storage register is not part of the
maximum delay time path of the delta modulator and will not affect the sampling
rate of the delta modulator. Tf the subtractor to the right of the storage register
(in rig. 2.2) is to be part of the maximum delay time path, the propagation delay
of the subtractor would Have to be greater than that of the step size generator.
Th 4 is not the case; hence, the leaky integrator split up as in rig. 2.2 will not
affect the sampling rate of the delta modulator. If the leaky integrator was placed
entirely to the left or right of the storage register then the carry propagation delay
would be sufficient to reduce the maximum sampling rate of the delta modulator.
Because the leaky integrator has only 10 bits, and not 12, the effects of a
channel error may not leak away completely. Under worst case conditions the
estimate at the delta, modulator decoder could remain 3 quantization levels greater
than, or less than, the estimate at the encoder. To remove the last vestige of
channel errors the estimate at the encoder and decoder are both forced to their
minimum value of zero at the end of each scanning line. Also, the stem size is
forced to its maximum value of 15 and EIS-1 is forced to -1 in both the encoder
and decoder at the end of each scaoning line. This easures that the encoder and
decoder begin each scanning line in the same state, free of any remaining channel
errors.
The conditions described above are forced upon the delta modulator in a
very simple fashion. The negative going sync pulse on the composite video
4)
signal from the TV camera is set to a voltage more negative than the most
negative output of the D/A converter of Fig. 2.1. When the sync pulse
occurs the estimate is driven to the zero quantization level and hold there
by the saturation logic. Since the sync pulse is more negative thar, the
zero quantization level the comparator of Fig. 2.1 outputs -Ek during the
sync time. The Aring of -E k s are fed back to the stop size generator and
causes the step size to grow to its maximum value.
The complete circuit diagrams for the delta modulator encoder and
decoder are shown in Figs. 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. Fipriare 2.3 shows the
input signal from the TV camera being bead limited to 4 Mllz, DC restored,
buffered, and then clamped to 1 volt peak-to--peak. `,1'he output of Fig. 2.3 is
fed Into the input of Fig. 2.4. Figure 2.4 is the complete circuit schenuitic
of the delta modulator encoder with error correction. Figure 2.5 is the
circuit schematic of the '" 4tn modulator decoder. Figure 2.6 is the detailed
scheriuitic of the analog output of the decoder. It shows the circuitry which
.restores the sync pulses to the composite video signal. The debit modulator
was built out of EC:L 10, 000 series logic and it has a maximum clock rata of
23 MHz.
A series of teats were made with the delta modulator. The first test was
to see the effects of the delta modulation of the 4 MHz composite video signal at
clock rates of 6. 8, 16 and 23 A111z. The resulting pictures were of good quality
at 16 MHz and almost of broadcast qua cy of 23 MHz. For the second test we
introduced errors at 10-4 , 10- 3 and 10-2 errors per bit. The pictures of
Fig. 2.7 show the effects of errors. At 10-4 errors per bit the errors are
almost unnoticeable. At 10 3 the errors are noticeable but not annoying. At
10-2
 errors per bit the -paeturb information is still intelligible but the errors
are very annoying.
3.0 Conclusions
The delta modulator described hero fulfills the objective of this study.
The delta modulator can digitize a video signal while providing nearly error
free pictures with bit error gates as high as 16-4 errors per bit. The delta
molulator is also cost effective. It consists of only 21 ICs and consumes only
12 watts of power. Its only shortcoming lies in the fact that its bandwidth
compression Is only 2:1 for unrllstor. ted encoding of `1'V pictures.
The delta modulator was constructed and delivered to NASA/J'SC in 1970..
4.0 Papers Published
1. 1 0gital Enooding of NTSC Color Video Signals Using Adaptive Delta
Modulatoro", S. Davidovict, D. L. Schilling, K. Land, ICC Convention
Record, 680, pp. 31.X.1.- 31,1.5.
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DiGITAL ENCODING Ol NTSC COLO',I VIDEO SIGNALS
USING ADAPTIVE DELTA MODULATION
S. Davldovici	 D. L. Schilling	 K. Land
The City College of New York
	 The City College of New York	 Johnson Space Center
Now York, N. Y. 10031 	 New York, N. Y 10031
	 Ilouston, Texas 77058
ABSTRACT
This papor presents the Initial results of our
study of the use of adaptivr delta modulation to encode
colon signals. The technique considered include direct
encoding of the color video signal, encoding of each of
the three color components, i.e., 11, G and 13 and,
encoding of the chromitiame and luminance signals 1,
Y and Q. It is shown tint at tiny transmitted bit rate
between BM ; s and 241vih/s the hest quality picture
reprusluction occurs when thu 1, Y and Q sig,aals are
clicoded and the poorest qua101y picture reproduction
occurs when the composite video eigiu► l is encoded.
lAirthertnor:,,, the difforences to quality Itre sibaificant.
INTRODUCTION
Every sinco digital systci;,s were introducted
thoy havo met with ever growing Acceptance. Their
ability to umke decisions based on present and past
data gives them it high degree of intelligence which,
when combined with the high speed operation of digital
Integrated circuits provides a clear ndvantage over
analog circuits in many areas.
With the advent of IW L antl very high speed D/A
converters it has become feasible to apply digital technl-
ques to video transmission. in this report we discuss
digitally endoding a color video signal using adaptive
delta modulation (ADM). Throe of the many reasons
for employing digital encoding are (1) the encoded sig
nnl may be readily md securely eaorypted, (2) tale
digital signal can be xraminzlttod over longer disfs4nces
and with a higher SNR than an analog signal and (3) when
employing ADM the system is relatively immune to
channel errora and can operate at bit error rates (,•f 10'3
with only enu►11 degradation of the picture quality.
ED -C
The standard employed to encode a video picture is
the NTSC. In this system anyone having n 13/w monitor
will receive the picture and display the complete picture
as though a B/W picture was transmitted. On the other
hand anyone having a color monitor will display the total
color picture, by using the chroma Information in the de-
ooding process.
A color camera actually records the throe prin-
otpal colors; red (Ii), green (G) and blue (13). These
three colors are then converted Into three other signals
called 1, Y and Q. The signal Y is called the luminance
and Is the signal detected in a B/W monitor. In terms
Of the li, G and D signals,
	
Y=0.3R+0.59G+0.1113	 (l)
The throe colors R, G and D are also used i4 form I
and Q:
	
I=0.6I1-0.280-0.32 I3	 (2)
and
	
Q o 0.2211-0„52G+0.311)	 (3)
The 1 and Q signals are also transmitted and it is the
detection of the presence of theee I and Q signals in the
color monitor, in addition to the Y signal, that enables
the decoding of the ti, G, .,,ad B and the displaying of a
color picture.
The I and Q signals are quadrature amplitude
modulated onto it carrier frequency of 3.57 Milz. 'Thus,
the oontpleto color signal is
V (t) .. Y (t) + I (t) cos (W0t + 330) + Q (t) Bin (
ot +330)
(4)
In the color monitor the signal is soparated into the
luminance and chrominance signals and the It, G and D
colors are then extracted using a netwerk which, in
essence solves the matrix
I
	
0.96	 1	 0.6 2 1	 1 I
a	
0.27
	
1	 -0.65	 Y	 (5)
I3	 - 1.11
	
1	 1.7	 Q
The throe color signals it, G and I'a ure bandlimited
to about 4.0 MNz Lm-,; the luminance signal has most of
its power in the 0 to 3.3Mi1z band. The tnphase signal
I Is bnndlimited to about 1.5 Matz, and the quadrature
signal Q is band imitod to 0.5 MlIz.
This bandllmittlag of the chrotna Information has
the effect of severely distorting the color content of the
small picture elements.
The work was supported in part by NASA Johnson Space Center under grant number NSG-5013.
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However, the psychovisual • proportion of the eye are
such that the color content of small; objects Is irrelevant
and therefore the effect of the distortlon is small.
Digital Encoding Usiug PCM
When digitally encoding a color video signal using
PCM we sample at about 9 M samples/s and encode using
6 bite/sample, The result is a transmitted bit rate of
72 Mb/e which requires a transmission bandwidth of 72
Mllz. If the encoder employed 6 bits/sample, the quan-
tization noise 5ecomes noticeable, however, the required
bandwidth le reduced to 54 Mliz. In either case the band-
width to increased considerably over the analog band-
width needed for the unencoded video signal.
Another difficulty encountered when using PCM is
its response to channel errors. For example consider
an error rate of 1 error in 100, 000 bits ( pe _ 10-5).
This is a low error rate! There are approximately
250, 000 picture elements (pals) per frame of signal.
If each pal requires 8 bits, then there are 2 M bits re-
ceived/frame. If I in 100,000 bits are received in-
correctly, then 20 pole will, on the average, be in
error, Furthermore, the size of the error is equally-
likely to have any possible value. At an error rate of
10-4 , 200 pole would be in error. Since each error
could be quite large the errors are noticeable and the
picture ' is unpivant to . view when the error rate
approaches 10- .
1. Digital Encodig Using , DIA
When we encode a color video signal using adap-
tive delta modulation (ADM) the bandwidth required
is one-half that employed for PCM to obtain a com-
parable quality picture. In addition, most of the time,
when an error occurs it will bo small, i. e. , the prob-
ability of the amplitude of the error appears somewhat
gaussian as contrasted to the uniform density of the error
amplitude found in PCM. Thus, the ADM can operate
at error crates exceeding 1 error/1000 bits while PCM
Is limited to about I error /100, 000 bits.
It was the combination of low bit rate and relative
immunity to channel errors which caused us to investi-
gate ADM techniques of encoding color video signals.
2. The SONG ADM Algorithm
The algorithm used for ADM encoding a color sig-
nal is the same as for a B/W signal and is rr_peated
below for completeness
Ek+1 ' sgn (Sk+1 Xk+1) (6)
where Sk+1 is the input signal sampled at time t2(' +I)
Ts, Xk+1 is the estimate and Ek+I to sign of the bit
transmitted to the redelver at time (k+l) Ts, The
estimate Xk+I is given by the equation
Xk+1 - Xk + Yk+1	 (7)
where Yk+I is the 'step-size" at t (k+1) Ts:
Yk I f El. +0,5Ek-11
%1Y min /1. 5, E  . Ek-1
Yk+1
	 Yk^	
<Ymax, E k 0 Ek-1
2 2 Ymin	 (8)
2Y
min E k	 ' I Yk
 I < 2 Ym1n
Y	 i 1 Yk 1> Y—/1.5, Ek - Ek-imax
In Eq. 8 Y 
in 
and Y 
	 represent the minimum and
maximum step size ra uei, respectively, and were
choosen to be (see riot, 1 P 40) s
Ymin 
276 
S MRX 
	
(9a)
and
Y^ 2 2 • 8
	
(gb)
where S	 is the maximum peak -to-peak signal
amplitude".
3, ADM Encoding of the !ornposite Signal
Our previous report ( 1 ) indicated that B /W video
pictures can be encoded using bit rates from 8-16 Mb/s.
At 8 Mb/s the picture quality was rather poor show-
ing significant edge busyness. At 16 Mb/s the edge
busyness was ,reduced to the size )f about I pal and so
the picture quality wau quite good. A graph of subjec-
tive evaluation of the picture quality vs. sampling rate
is shown In Fig. 2. It is seen that a rapid improvement
in picture quality is obtained when going from f4 to 16
Mbps. Above 22 Mbps the picture quality improves
very slowly.
The reason to that the quantization noise in each
sample is proportional to the clock rata (Le. it approx-
imately halves when doubling the clock rate). When
the quantization noise is large (at say 8 Mbps) we
obtain.a very noticeable improvement by halving it
(using a clock rate of 16 Mbps). However, beyond 16
Mbps, the noise is small and we no longer get drastic
improvement by increasing the clock rate.
When we attempted to encode the composite color
signal, the Increased bandwidth, required an increased
bit rate. Even at a sampling rate of 24 Mb/s the quality
of the color signal was not good and thepd colors ap
geared 'washed-out" as shown in Fig. S( 1, Higher bit
rates than 24 Mb/s were not employed since our ECL
Ggnstructed system could not process the data at a
higher bid rate than this.
(1) "Effect of Interference on Delta Modulation Encoded
Video Signals" Semi-Annual Report, Get. 1 1078 -
April 1, 1878, NASAIGODDARD
(2) "Voice Encoding for the Space Shuttle Using ADM"
IEEE 11/78.
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4,	 EncodinK the,.li Q and B St&tels
The first technique attempted, to provide faithful
color reproduction was to encode each of the colors il,
G and It separately. This requires the use of 3 delta
modulator encoders and 3 decOors as wall as a multi-
plexing and demultiplextng circuit. Since each color
utilizes the full 3.3 MHz bandwidth one would expect
that each ADM should be operated at 16 Mb/s to obtain
good quality color . The transmitted bit rate in this
cage would be 48 Mb/s.
Indeed, at 48 Mb/s the color quality to vary
good, however, for many applications, such acs tole-
conferencing, each ADM can be operated at 8 Mb/s.
When this sampl1mg rate In used the color quality is
fat better than that obtained when encoding the com-
posite picture. However, the edge business is grpatcr.
Fortunately, the edge busyness is not as significant
as found when encoding B/W at 8 Mb/s. The reason
for this is that the edge busyness for each ^olor is
different ma,l the combined picture has a smeared
edge similar to what is obtained using slithering.
figure 4 shows the complete color picture which
requires a 24 Mb/s rate. Figure 5 shows the com-
plate picture at 48 Mb/s. Note the significant im-
provement in picture quality.
5. Encoding the 1. Y and Q Signals
To encode the 1, Y and Q sipals, the three
camera outputs R, G and Ii are passed through a
weighting matrix having the characteristics of Eqs.
1, 2 and 3. The Y signal representing the luminance
(or B/W signal) is encoded at 16 Mb /s, however the
I and Q signals have a significantly smaller bandwidth
anal were encoded at 4 Mb/s each. The resulting trans-
mitted bit rate is than 16 + 4 + 4 = 24 Mb /s. Tlecovory
in the receiver to accomplished by domultiplexing ,
ADM decoding ttte I, Y and Q signals, and then passing
these signnls through the decoder matrix given by Eq. 5,
The quality of the color reproduction was excell-
ent as long as the I and Q channels operated at 4 Mb/s.
When the bit rate was reduced tho color picture quality
degraded rapidly.. As the bit rate used to encode Y
decreased the quality decreased slowly and the edge
busyness increased. The decrease in picture quality
follows the curve of B/W pictures quality vs. sampling
rate as shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 6 shows the color picture when encoded
at 24 Mb/s
 using 1, Y and Q encoding. Note that the
quality is superior to that shown in Fig. 3 vvhtch
employed R, G and B encoding.
6. Tune Sequential Enco&ng
A "lino sequential" encoding system is shown
In Fig. 7. We see that there are 3 encoders, one for
each color R, G and B. To illustrate tiles system
operation assume we are to encode the odd field of
lines 1, 3, 5, 7, etc. Then encoder 'In" encodes
line 1, encoder "G" encodes line 3 ape, encodor ">i"
encodes lino 5. This procedure continues w!dt encoder
"n" encoding lines 6 n+l, encoder "G" encoding 6 n43
and encoder 44 I1" encoding lines 6 n46.
In the receiver, when line 6 n+k (Ic = 1, 3 or 5)
is to be viewed, we present to the mnnttor the outputs
of the three ADM decoders for lines 6 n + k - 4, 6 n-1t
"2
 and 6 a + k
As a result of encoding it single color for each
line, we are capable of reproducing a fairly good
quality color signal using only 16 Alb/s. ','he draw-
back to this system is that we encode every other
line not adjacent lines. Thus, some "flielcoring"
results when two areas of contrasting colors are
adjacent vertically. A second affect of this vertical
'averaging" is that we tend to ease small curvatures
such a's Iles, eyes, etc. Also. snu ► ll cures such as
flowers, olbowe, etc. develop a staircase pattern
which tends to be v Dry annoying.
However. for low bit rate encoding this system
appears to provide the best quality of the above tech-
aiques. r""figures 8 shows the result of encod,kngr a.
color picture, using linesequential encoding, At 8 Mb/s
and at 16 Mb/s.
Conclusions
It is difficult to co ►upare the RGB, IYQ and line
sequential systems since their drawbacks and aclvantagas
are quite different. For high available banS;tdth,wheio
good color and high quality detuU reproduction is de-
sired, one sl;ould use the RGII system.
When good color quality is desired together
with the ability to have a trade-off between quality and
available bandwidth when the quality varies from poor
to almost broadcast quality and the transmission rate
from 16 to 30 Mbpso we believe that the IYQ system
is best.
It can achieve a quality comparable to that of
the IiGB system but at lower bit rates. The degradation
obtained from this system is apptunnnt in the dolor re-
production of the smell picture elements.
For very low available bandwidth the only
choice is the line sequential syste)n. Mere the nuila
difficulty lies with the vertical smearing which could
cause small vertical detail to 4a altogether lost. This
distortion is indicative of the low clock rate.
We conclude that the above research tins
achieved its aims
All of the above methods achieve "good' s
 picture
quality. As the bandwidth beconics more limited,
the degradation becomes more severe. however, the
degradation is far loss severe thau when using PCh1.
This degradation does not happen to the color quality
31.1.3
Fig. 1 Spectrum of NTSC Video Signal Fig. 3 NTSC Video Sigilal Encoded at 1,6 Mb/s
Fig. 4 RGB Encoding at 24 M 'b/s (8 Mbs per channel)Fig. 2 subjective .Picture Quality vs. Bit Plato.
but tothe luminance information. Furthermore, the
three methods are not overlapping, but should be used
depending on the available bandwidth and accuracy
required.
The systems have not yet E n tested in the
{)rosenco of channel errors. 11owevor, based upon
our provioua oxj)crienco we expect titre systems to be
robust to such noise.
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Fig.5 RGB Encoding at 48 Mb/c (16 Mb/s por channel)
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